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 The visual arts have undergone a series of gradual changes since their humble 
beginnings as simple wall drawings and carvings left by the prehistoric humans. Through the 
course of thousands of years, these primitive forms of art have evolved into the many 
masterpieces that we know Today, and they keep evolving even now, giving birth to new 
varieties of artistic styles. Over the last century in particular, there has been an explosion of 
different artistic styles that are defined by some type of limiting constraint in them, such as 
employing a reduced subset of colors, the use of characters or shapes arranged in certain 
patterns, among others. Regardless of whether these works have a deeper meaning to them or 
not, they possess a unique charm that captures the hearts of those who see them. 
 
 This thesis attempts to explore the nature of these types of uniquely constrained 
artistic styles from a scientific point of view, and to develop image abstraction models that are 
suitable for reproducing them. Research of this type is important because it allows us to obtain 
a better understanding of the techniques involved in the creation of a particular style, allowing 
us to synthesize works that closely resemble them, create new artistic styles by combining 
ideas and concepts from other ones, improve existing visualization techniques in order to 
convey visual information in an effective manner, among others. 
 
 As the world of artistic drawing styles is very diverse, we focus primarily on the 
generation of continuous line illustration styles in this thesis. Continuous line illustration is a 
subcategory of artistic drawing in which art pieces give the illusion of being composed of a 
single continuous line traced along the canvas, while often portraying complex objects or 
scenes. These drawings can be occasionally found in many art galleries, and are also frequently 
seen in the media in the form of advertisements and company logos. Aside from artistic 



expression purposes, continuous line illustrations also have many real-world applications, such 
as the creation of quilting designs, steel-wire sculptures, labyrinth patterns, maze design, and 
connect-the-dots puzzles just to name a few. 
 
 Even though such illustrations are based on the simple concept of tracing a single 
line, the amount of style variations found in these works is surprisingly vast. Depending on the 
preferences of the artist, continuous line illustrations can vary in expressive nature (the 
portrayal of the scene through its contours or by approximating its shading) and planarity 
constraints (the presence of self-intersections or no intersections at all along the line). The 
portrayal of these properties often involves careful planning of the overall design of the 
illustration beforehand, in order to preserve the continuous line constraint, while still 
managing to effectively convey the objects in the drawing. 
 
 Previous works in the computer graphics literature focused on the generation of 
continuous line illustrations that were non-intersecting and shading-based in nature. Although 
illustrations with high visual quality are achieved through these approaches, the overall 
strategies employed in these works do not take the edges of the image into account, often 
resulting in line illustrations whose orientation seems to be mostly random in nature. 
 
 In this work, we first explore a series of algorithms for constructing graph structures 
based on the features of an input image. We are able to compute graphs that are based on 
either the contours of an input image, as well as grid graphs that are derived from the overall 
illumination or shading of the image. 
 
 Next, we describe methods for computing paths that traverse all over a graph 
structure while being influenced by the orientation of edges in the image. Our research 
explores the computation of orientation-aware Eulerian and Hamiltonian-like paths. Paths of 
the former type traverse through all edges of the graph while considering the orientation of 
edges adjacent to each graph vertex. Prior to computing the path, a series of edge operations 
are performed on the graph in order to fulfill the conditions that would allow for such a path 
to exist, while attempting to avoid the unnecessary retracing of edges and abrupt changes in 
curvature. The latter type of paths are obtained by means of merging a series of cycles that are 
grown over a set of specified vertices in a graph, while mostly following a predetermined 
orientation. We also provide strategies for specifying arbitrary endpoints to the paths obtained 
with both of these approaches.  
 
 The above mentioned techniques are then employed for image abstraction purposes, 
by modeling the expressive nature of a continuous line illustration as an image-derived graph, 
and its planarity constraint as a graph traversing path with orientational bias. Our research 
examines the generation of contour-based self-intersecting continuous line illustrations, as 
well as the non-intersecting shading-based case, which are arguably the two most commonly 
found variations of these styles. 
 
 We model a contour-based self-intersecting illustration as an orientation-aware 
Eulerian path computed over a graph derived from a set of image contours. In this way, we can 
generate line drawings that follow the image edges and whose self-intersections correspond to 
edge crossings in the image. Moreover, we can control the amount of detail portrayed in the 
final illustrations by classifying the edges that compose the continuous line into several levels 



of detail, while still preserving the coherence of the illustration across different levels. On the 
other hand, a shading-based non-intersecting illustration is modeled as Hamiltonian-like path 
with orientational bias, which covers a set of specified cells in a precomputed grid graph 
derived from the overall shading and orientation of edges present in the input image. Several 
post-processing steps are then applied to the paths in order to improve the quality of the 
illustration and remove visual artifacts that might be contained within them. 
 
 This research attempts to improve the quality of continuous line illustrations 
produced with the described approaches by providing frameworks for designing these 
illustrations from a top level perspective. We provide a hierarchical approach for designing 
contour-based illustrations by assigning a series of child graphs to another graph specified as a 
parent, and perform a piecewise computation of the illustration per hierarchy level, all the 
while attempting to preserve the overall coherence of the line drawing across the different 
levels of the hierarchy. A region-based approach for designing shading-based illustrations is 
also discussed in this thesis. Users segment an input image into several regions and assign a 
region type to each of them, directly manipulating the orientation, spacing, and other 
properties of the illustration on a per-region basis. A variety of visual effects can be applied to 
illustrations produced by both design methodologies in order to improve their visualization. 
 
 Extensions of the proposed techniques for synthesizing other types of abstract art 
styles are also discussed throughout this thesis. 


